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Safari Park began as breeding 
center, later opened to public



Large field exhibits





Species managed at herd level





Train offers close viewing



Train offers distant viewing



Wide variety of experiences offered







How to create unique, personal experiences 
with animals at the Safari Park?



Ultimate Safari tours



A PERSONALIZED ADVENTURE
It's the ultimate way to experience the San Diego Zoo Safari Park. Our 
team of professionals will customize your visit to suit your needs and 
interests. Are you a thrill seeker looking for an exciting adventure? Or 
perhaps you're looking for a journey to some of the most exclusive areas 
of the Park? Maybe you want to get up close and personal with animal 
ambassadors? The Ultimate Safari is your key to off-exhibit areas, animal 
interaction, and the very best in personalized service.
Spend up to five hours exploring the Safari Park with your own personal 
tour guide. Have more time? Spend your entire day with us (up to eight 
hours)! Each Ultimate Safari is tailored to your interests and includes 
a meal.
All Ultimate Safaris are customized to your specifications, so reservations 
are required at least 72 hours in advance. Please call 619-677-1409 to 
speak with one of our professional planners. Some restrictions apply.
Up to five (5) hours: $599 per person
Up to eight (8) hours: $959 per person
Note: Program fee for ages 2 and younger is $50 per person. Ages 17 and 
younger must be accompanied by a paid adult.
Reservations: Required 72 hours in advance.
Customizable: the Safari experience of a lifetime! Great for birthdays and 
other special occasions. Ask us how we can help plan your special day!
Reservations for this safari must be made by phone at 619-677-1409.



Numerous options



Hoofstock in the mix



Ultimate Safaris

Safari Experiences 
guide
5-8 hours

Most areas include keeper led 
tours 

Booked 72 hours in advance

Personalized with help from Safari 
Experiences department

Average group size of 2 adults



Exhibit modifications



Keeper involvement



Tours as a behavior management tool







Using tours to improve animal welfare



Challenges

Time management Okapi may have 9+ tours in a day

Animal participation Guests not guaranteed animal interaction

Breeding situations

New animals

Medical procedures

All situations offer chance to discuss 
husbandry practices



Benefits

Ultimate Safaris are a premium, unique 
experience

Guests are introduced to ungulates

Tours improve animal welfare

Potential donors are exposed to 
a wide range of animals

Keeper involvement enhances guest 
connection


